CASE STUDY

NOTABLE RESULTS:

BACKGROUND

Average Open Rate

63 %

Physicians play a powerful role in hospital reputation, demonstrated by their
referral patterns and the recommendations they provide their patients.
How does a hospital break through all the noise and clutter to reach a busy
physician audience and make a positive impact? Mount Sinai Health System,
like many other award-winning institutions, experienced this challenge and
began partnering with Doximity to improve their brand awareness

67%

Average Connection Rate

with physicians.
Doximity, the professional medical network for physicians, gives hospitals a
place to share their proudest moments to further enhance their reputation. A
verified platform with a rich dataset means institutions have access to a highly
engaged group ready to have meaningful interactions. Through opportunities
like DocNews® and Colleague Connect®, hospitals strategically target exactly
the physicians they are trying to reach, leveraging moments when physicians
are particularly open to learning, and targeted messaging is especially
appropriate and effective.
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connection rate, leading even their skeptical physicians
to become the program’s advocates. They were able
to continue to grow those rates even higher through

RESULTS
At Doximity, it’s clear that physicians value receiving
relevant, engaging content on a banner-free digital
platform they are already utilizing regularly in their

additional targeting and a content journey.

KEYS TO SUCCESS
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®

Through further targeting and a content journey, Mount Sinai was able to increase
their open rates and connection rates even further to 63 and 67% respectively.
JOHN DAVEY - EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DIGITAL MARKETING MOUNT SINAI HEALTH SYSTEM

Mount Sinai monitors a number of different sources to

3. Find a cheerleader: Some physicians immediately

measure success in improving brand awareness: national
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positive results: receiving responses, making connections
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and high open rates. Utilize your physician supporters!

even further.
In addition, Mount Sinai and the Doximity Client Success
team closely monitor engagement metrics: connection
rates, open rates, and any responses to Colleague
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